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Hello. Lani presenting this to you and as I link with
you, I ask you to give yourself the space and time to
experience the energy of this and every other
session you might link in with. In doing so, allow
your awareness to expand, allow yourself to shift
into a different level of your consciousness and it is
in this way that we identify that as our body of light,
and this body of light, housing your consciousness
is able to be present in the receiving area of the
Station of Light. This also allows you to become
used to transitioning from one state of
consciousness to another very quickly and allows
you to experience and explore what the Beings of
Light – Galactic Beings – who work through this
Station of Light wish you to experience to help you
and to help everything in your environment. That
environment could include your country, it could
include the planet, it could include the particular
galaxy we are in. How far do you expand your
consciousness grid? It is always interesting, the
level of energy which comes through and I allow this
to happen at this time.

Orem addressing you and
enveloping you in the energy
sphere here. We call it for
your understanding, an
energy sphere because in
this sphere it separates you
from what is occurring
around you in the physical
reality in the current time
placement where you orient yourself. When you are
in this sphere, identifying here, you are taking part
in the expansion of the energy system in which
Earth is encompassed and by you raising your level
of consciousness to this, you are helping shift your
energy self and all of those you are connected with.
The energy patterns here also move through layers
of your energy field, the matrix of you, and every
immersion in these energy systems clears some of
those patterns, clearing your original pattern of
intention which had become confused or
disoriented through your entry into experience in
your current body. When you are clear in a state
such as this, you are aware of the Galactic Beings
around you, and we come forward and present
ourselves to you in many different ways.
There are patterns being put into place, actions
being put into place, in an energy sense which will
produce motivation in those of you who are ready to
change the pattern.
You already experience time shifts and we have
taken you into experience time slips and
transportation moving through different patterns of
life experience you have had in your essential
energy aspect. Currently you have also been
experiencing dimensional shifts, giving you the
sense that some parts of your days have passed
quickly and others have been apparently passing
very slowly. This relates specifically to your level of
awareness and activities you are participating in, in
other levels of consciousness.

All of this is being combined and integrated in you
and you become much more aware you can
consciously function in multi layers.
We observe the need at this time that many of you
have to relax some aspects of your conscious mind
which also interacts with physical construct that you
have. When you relax and allow yourself to receive
the energy through the time portal accessing you
now into the central portal coming through your
central sun aspect – your solar sun aspect to central
sun – you are receiving another flow of that energy
pattern referred to many times which will allow the
adjustments to occur.
In this moment as we present this to you, you will be
feeling the level of shifting energy in you. You may
be experiencing the sense of completion or
fulfilment relating to this deep connection. It orients
you back to your highest point of existence where
you were an original aspect of Creation in a
manifested body form, that manifested in a way that
it would survive in the presentation of you into
whatever planetary sphere that was. So, it is all
about you re-integrating the higher pattern of light
into you so then you are ready for the shift into the
next dimensional field of functioning. Many more
Beings on the planet are being prepared for this at
this time.
There have always been shifts that have occurred
throughout the existence of the planetoid named
Earth and science has measured many of these
changes and shifts, so as you become more aware
of this, you will also realise that you do not cease to
exist. You shift from one dimension into another and
at present, your humanistic reality is being prepared
for that. Therefore, you will be experiencing
adjustments in your physical, emotional, mental
form. Keep your focus into the higher state of
awareness where you are able to continuously
adapt to the energy to assist the process easily for
you. It will also help you maintain your physicality
into what you would identify as a state of health and
vitality and joy. That is your natural state of
existence.

Now, moving beyond this on a personal level, we
move into the greater perspective of the assistance
happening and the changes happening. There is a
stronger alignment pattern coming in through your
solar portal gateway moving directly with beams
moving into the central core of the planet and the
energy is used by the participants who dwell within
the inner planet existence. When you are able to
perceive this, you will also perceive that they exist
not just within the Earth’s crust as you might identify
it, but their pattern of existence also envelops a
higher pattern around the planet’s surface. In this
way many of you have witnessed these Beings
moving in and out of dimensional portals into the
inner existence of Earth and some of these Beings
make themselves visible to you and known to you.
They may walk alongside you as you journey
throughout your life activities for a short time and
you may feel their energy presence around you.
They do not interfere, but they are willing to help you
expand your awareness and knowledge of what
they do, whether it is to do with enhancing minerals
within the earth, the layers of water within and
around the planet and of course waters within your
form and plants and creatures. Every aspect has
water molecule and sensitivity to water and energy
systems. As you experience this, you will be having
a greater understanding of what is being referred to
in your own particular sphere and pattern of light.
Now we have here Ulea coming to address you.”

“I am Ulea and I assist this process
of helping you to understand the
organic mechanisms involved in
your placement within the Ëarth
pattern and where you journey to –
whether that is planned or a
spontaneous movement to some
particular site and location.

It does not necessarily relate to a specific star
pattern that you might recognise by how it has been
named. It is an overall sense of the energy matrix
around you and as you move through your daily
activities or you travel to other locations, there is an
alignment of particular aspects of that matrix
connecting into different connecting nodes of an
overall matrix of energy field throughout your
current galaxy and beyond.
You are part of a very great connection. We want
you to recognise this. These connections also work
throughout your internal energy matrix within and
around your individual body form. Many of these are
still being adjusted to enable the greater connection
and whenever you do connect in this way, these
adjustments are happening for you, in every
direction. This also helps you to understand that you
are never alone. You are supported, fully. This is
part of the linkage you have when you intend to be
consciously connected with your mission on Earth
and with the Beings you work with in all of the
dimensional field layers. It is a multi pattern that you
exist in.
We understand that many of you wish to be flying
around the planet in different manifested vessels,
dropping patterns here and there, perhaps you want
to be more active in making change. It is on a subtle
level that change occurs with impressions received
and personal individual choices. There is also this
greater connection of the starfield matrix and there
is also energy given to disentangle impositions that
have been laid over different people and places and
lands and it is the presentation of the higher light
spectrum that helps the disentanglement that is
important for you to realise.
I give this to you with Love, Beloved, and I bring you
back to the receiving area of the Station and I
withdraw.
Ulea out “

Be aware that you are in constant connection now
with what has been referred to as the starfield matrix
and sense this around you.

This is Lani again and I always enjoy Ulea’s energy.
I am aware of it as she uses me to come through to
you.
I thank her and I thank Orem and all of the other
Galactic Beings who were present who may have
made themselves known to you, and those who
exist within the Earth.
It is time now for you to bring your full attention back
into your light body consciousness and bring that
into your body, right back now fully connected into
this current body form you have. Perhaps you will
replenish it with this higher light pattern you
experienced in this session. Perhaps you will feel it
unfolding some stress related areas within you. I
have a sense of that starfield matrix referred to by
Ulea working throughout all of our energy systems,
it is a lovely sensation and I trust you feel this also.
Take in a breath and realise you are fully connected
back into current time in your current locality.
Again I thank you and all levels of you present in the
Earth pattern today and I close the Omega
Communication Portal now

Lani
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